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Abstract: We present a novel inversion approach using a neural network to locate subsurface
targets and evaluate their backscattering properties from ground penetrating radar (GPR) data.
The presented inversion strategy constructs an adaptive linear element (ADALINE) neural network,
whose configuration is related to the unknown properties of the targets. The GPR data is reconstructed
(compression) to fit the structure of the neural network. The constructed neural network works with
a supervised training mode, where a series of primary functions derived from the GPR signal model
are used as the input, and the reconstructed GPR data is the expected/target output. In this way,
inverting the GPR data is the equivalent of training the network. The back-propagation (BP) algorithm
is employed for the training of the neural network. The numerical experiments show that the
proposed approach can return an exact estimation for the target’s location. Under sparse conditions,
an inverted backscattering intensity with a relative error lower than 3% was achieved, whereas for
the multi-dominating point scenario, a higher error rate was observed. Finally, the limitations and
further developments for the inverting GPR data with the neural network are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Ground penetrating radar as a near-surface remote sensing technique is widely used in
geophysical, environmental, and civil engineering applications. The information contained in GPR
signal, such as the travel time, waveform, and amplitude, enable several approaches to non-invasively
investigating and/or monitoring underground infrastructures [1], concrete [2], bridge decks [3],
roads [4], etc. In recent years, the rapid development of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) provides
new solutions for solving remote sensing problems. Neural network based approaches are increasingly
popular in geophysics survey; for instance, Gamba and Lossani detected the pipe signatures in the
raw GPR using a neural network detector [5], and Shaw et al. used a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
neural network to automatically identify and locate the rebar by identifying the hyperbolic pattern [6].
Different neural networks were investigated by Caorsi and Cevini to reconstruct the geometric and
dielectric characteristics of buried cylinders [7]. Travassos et al. presented a novel approach of inclusion
characterization in non-homogenous concrete structures using a neural network [8], and Sbartaï et al.
combined GPR technology and artificial neural networks for the non-destructive evaluation of the
water and chloride contents of concrete [9]. Núñez-Nieto et al. presented an automated landmine and
unexploded ordnance (UXO) detection based on machine learning [10], while Lameri et al. studied
the landmine detection method using convolutional neural networks [11]. These approaches present
typical ways of using neural networks, whereby the networks are trained with a number of samples,
and are then used to detect, identify, or classify specific targets and features from raw or processed
GPR data.
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In this research, we propose a GPR inversion approach based on the ability of the neural networks
to fit any non-linear function with an arbitrary level of precision [12]. With this approach, we turn the
complicated GPR inversion problem into a network training procedure, such that well developed and
cutting-edge neural network techniques can be introduced to address GPR problems.

The novel approach is developed for our next generation high-resolution rebar detecting
GPR system that works in a common-depth survey mode, and aims at non-invasively locating
and evaluating the rebars in concrete without requiring knowledge of the dielectric properties of
the concrete [13–16]. Based on the common-depth survey model, we firstly derived an energy
distribution function representation of the measured data, which, through our derivation and analysis,
was in accordance with the adaptive linear element (ADALINE) neural network. In this procedure,
the unknown properties of the targets, including the location and backscattering intensity, are mapped
to the weights of the ADALINE neural network. Therefore, inversion of the GPR data is accomplished
by network training.

This work illustrates the unconventional usage of neural networks . Though it was developed
based on the rebar detection application, the new idea is not limited to specific problems, and shows
the potential to be extended to apply to more complex GPR applications, notably the inversion issue.

This writing is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the signal model and derives the
transformations from observed GPR data to the energy distribution function; then, the construction of
an ADALINE neural network, which was tested with numerical experiments, is discussed.

2. Materials and Methods

The proposed GPR inversion approach uses an ADALINE [17,18] single layer neural network,
as illustrated in Figure 1a. Before training the neural network, the measured GPR data is processed
with a data compression procedure (in Section 2.3), to form the energy distribution function that is
used as the desired response input (training signal). The input of ADALINE neural network is a series
of primary functions extracted from the GPR signal model (also discussed in Section 2.3). Network
training is accomplished with the back-propagation algorithm [19,20].

Figure 1. (a) Diagram of the neural network based GPR data inversion approach. (b) Common-offset
and common-depth measurement model. The targets distribute at a same depth.

In contrast to the universal neural network, we derived the inversion network from a signal
compression procedure, where the measured data is transformed into an energy distribution function.
In addition, the proposed network model does not contain the threshold device [17]. We introduce the
construction of neural network topology.

2.1. Common-Depth Measurement Model

As shown in Figure 1b, the GPR senses the subsurface zone non-invasively on the surface.
For a measurement, a high-frequency electromagnetic pulse is emitted by the transmitting antenna
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into the subsurface space. Reflections are caused by the targets, and travel back, to be collected by the
receiver and recorded as A-scans. By repeating the operation at different positions along the scan path,
a B-Scan profile that contains the subsurface information is obtained.

Modeling the subsurface space as a set of dominant scattering centers [21], the received data for
the sensor at u can be expressed as:

sR(u, t) =
N

∑
n=1

A0η(rn)σns(t− τn,u) ·
1

r2
n,u

, (1)

where σn is the backscattering intensity of nth point target at (xn, zn), and A0 is a coefficient determined

by the system configuration. rn,u =
√
(u− xn)

2 + z2
n represents the distance between the sensor and

the nth point scatter, whereas τn,u= rn,u/ve shows the corresponding two-way travel time. Note that
ve is half the real wave velocity that takes the two-way traveling into consideration [16]. Assuming
that the GPR works in a lossless or low-loss environment, the dielectric loss η(rn) can be ignored [22].
With this model, it can be seen that the collected echoes are a convolution of the incident wave s(t)
with the target’s Green’s function [23].

In this research, we consider a special situation where the targets occur at the same depth,
as indicated by the distribution of the target in Figure 1b. Therefore, the unknown parameters for the
target are the location xn, and the backscattering intensity σn. In the following, data processing and
inversion are all based on this common-depth model.

2.2. Adaptive Linear Element

Adaptive Linear Element (ADALINE) is a single-layer artificial neural network that consists of
a weighting vector, a bias and a summation function. One of the advantages of ADALINE neural
network is that it can fit any continuous function with an arbitrary level of precision [24].

Assume a special ADALINE neural network, where input and weight can be mapped to the
GPR signal and the unknown parameters of the targets, respectively, and the desired response input
(training signal) is connected to the observed GPR data; then, by training the network, we are able to
invert the targets information, i.e., the horizontal location and backscattering intensity (1).

2.3. Construction of the Neural Network

One of the biggest difficulties in explaining the GPR data is that the exact subsurface medium
properties, including dielectric permittivity and conductivity, are usually unavailable [25]. In order to
remove the influence of unknown medium, we developed a data compression approach, operated
as follows.

For each A-scan trace, Fourier transform is performed along t on (1); then, the received matrix is
transformed from spatial-time domain to spatial-frequency domain as

SR(u, ω) = S(ω)
N

∑
n=1

σn exp(−jωτn,u) ·
1

r2
n,u

, (2)

To eliminate the complex phases for data fitting purposes, the energy spectrum is adapted to
substitute the space-frequency spectrum, and yields

PR(u, ω) = Ps(ω)

{
N

∑
n=1

σ2
n

r4
n,u

+ 2
N

∑
n=1

N

∑
m=n+1

σnσm

r2
n,ur2

m,u
exp(−jωτn,m,u)

}
, (3)

where Ps(ω) is the power spectrum of the incident signal s(t), and τn,m,u explains the path-difference
between nth and mth scatter from the antenna. Note that the second term in (3) reveals the cross
modulation effect in GPR measurement.
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Next, the incident source wave is removed in (4), yielding a location-varying energy distribution
function that relies on the measurement position u and the targets backscattering intensity:

EH(u) =
∫

w

PR(u, ω)

Ps(ω)
dω = 2πEs(u) + 2E f (u), (4)

where Es(u) and Ef(u) are

Es(u) =
N
∑

n=1

σ2
n

r4
n,u

E f (u) =
N
∑

n=1

N
∑

m=n+1

σnσm
r2

n,ur2
m,u

sin c(πτm,n,u) ,
(5)

Integrating the ω component in (4) removes the travel time information. In this way we mute
the influence of the subsurface medium. Equation (5) indicates that the location-varying energy
distribution function contains a stable part Es(u) and a fluctuating part Ef(u). Specifically, Es(u) is
a linear combination of a series of quartic function that is defined as the primary function in ADALINE
neural network [12], expressed as

pn(u) =
1[

(u− xn)
2 + z2

n

]2 , (6)

The primary function is centered by the target’s horizontal location xn and has the maximum
value z−4

n . Under the common-depth condition, which means zn = z0 (n = 1, 2, . . . , N) is a constant,
the primary functions differ only by a horizontal shift, as shown in Figure 2. In this way, Es(u) is
be a weighted summation of a series of time-shift primary functions, and is independent from the
medium properties.

Figure 2. The primary function sets.

The fluctuating Ef(u) term is a summation of cross modulated sinc function. If only the principal
component is analyzed [26], the fluctuating part can be regarded as spatial high-frequency interference,
and may be removed using a low pass filter. Thus, the filtered energy distribution function is
approximated to:

ẼH(uk) ≈ 2πEs(uk), (7)

where the subscript k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) indicates the discrete spatial sampling index. By imposing the
following substitution on (7)

wn = σ2
n , pn(uk) = 1/r4

n,uk
, (8)

and ignoring the constant coefficient, we get:

a = wp + b, (9)
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where
w = [w1, w2, · · · , wN ]

a =
[

ẼH(u1), ẼH(u2), · · · , ẼH(uK)
]

p =


p1(u1) p1(u2) · · · p1(uK)

p2(u1) p2(u2) · · · p2(uK)
...

...
. . .

...
pN(u1) pN(u2) · · · pN(uK)


b = 0

, (10)

Equation (10) describes a topology of the ADALINE neural network [18], where w is the weight
for connections, p is the input, and a is the desired response input (training signal). Mapping the
configuration of the ADALINE neural network and training this neural network, the element wk in the
weight vector w gives the squared backscattering intensity corresponding to the location uk; in this
way, the target’s location and backscattering intensity are obtained.

2.4. Network Configuration

In practical measurements, the targets’ number N in (1) and (10) is not obtained beforehand,
which means that the input of the network cannot be determined either. Consider that in the discrete
calculation, all the targets occur at discrete positions; if an extra input pm is appended to the network
with a zero weight, nothing will change in the output. Assume the real targets’ location set is:

XR = {xn|n = 1, 2, · · · , N}, (11)

and the input primary functions’ center location set is:

XI = {xm|m = 1, 2, · · · , M}, (12)

When the following conditions are satisfied,

XR ⊆ XI

wi = 0 , ∀i ∈ {i|xi ∈ XI , xi /∈ XR}
, (13)

the network can still fit all the expected output. Increasing of M means an increase in training resources,
which implies a relatively small M is necessary. Taking together all considerations, the final network
configuration is set as:

N = K
xi = ui , i = 1, 2, · · · , K

(14)

To train the target network, the back-propagation algorithm was adopted [20].

3. Results

To enable a precise simulation of GPR data, we used the FDTD tool gprMax [27] to carry out the
numerical experiments. A Ricker wavelet with 1 GHz center frequency was set as the incident source
for exciting the transmitting antenna, whereas the computational domain covers a 1.0 m × 0.4 m area
that was truncated by Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) absorbing boundary condition (ABC). The FDTD
grid size was 2.5 mm in both the two dimensions, which means a total of 400 × 160 cells. Concrete with
a relative permittivity of 9.0 filled the half-space, in which several point targets were used to simulate the
rebar. Two Hertzian dipoles, with an offset of 0.1 m, were employed separately as the transmitting and
receiving antenna. All measurements covered a 0.6 m long scan line with trace separation of 1 cm and time
window of 10 ns, and were blurred by white Gaussian noise with an SNR of 25 dB. Note that the direct
wave is not desired and was canceled with a pre-measured reference background wave in preprocessing.
Learning rate for updating the network is 0.02, and in total a maximum iteration of 50,000 was adopted.
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3.1. Singular Scatter Scenario

The single scatter biases 0.3 m from the origin, with a depth of 0.05 m and unity backscattering
intensity. Figure 3a illustrates the corresponding B-scan data. Note that the direct wave was already
removed. The deduced energy distribution function and the filtered spectrum are compared in
Figure 3b, with the blue-dot and red-dash line respectively.

Since the cross modulation Ef (5) does not exist for a single target, the obtained energy distribution
function (blue-dot line) fits well with the simulation (black line).

The training of the neural network started with an all zero weight vector, and was accomplished
in 84.64 s on a laptop with an Intel 4600 CPU and 8 GB memory, with a fitting least mean square error
(LMSE) of 5.14 × 10−6. Good inversion result can be observed in Figure 4a, which shows that the
inverted backscattering intensity converges to 0.3 m, with an impulse of 0.971, that agrees with the
preset model (red stem plot). For comparison, the results of the 1st, 10th, 100th, and 1000th iteration
are also illustrated, which show a clear evolution history.

The convergence of the inversion can further be verified by the fitted energy distribution function for
the 1st, 10th, 100th, and 1000th (Figure 4b). With increasing iterations, the fitted energy distribution function
gets closer and closer to the real function, whereas the backscattering intensity concentrates towards the
target’s real location. This presents the convergence of the neural network output to the desired response
input (training signal). The fast decrease of LMSE (Figure 4c) verifies the efficiency of the inversion.

Figure 3. Numerical experimental data with a single scatter. (a) presents the radargram of the target.
Note that the direct wave is canceled with a pre-measured reference background signal. (b) shows the
energy distribution function derived from (a), where the direct obtained and filtered energy distribution
function (EDF) are illustrated with blue-dot and red-dash lines respectively. For comparison, the black
line presents the theoretical value.

Figure 4. Inversion result for the single scatter scenario. (a) presents the distribution of the inverted
backscattering intensity during the network training. The results of the 1st, 10th, 100th, 1000th and final
iterations are illustrated with different colors (see the legend). Since the initial set is all zeros, it is not visible
in the figure. (b) shows the fitted energy distribution function. (c) gives the evolution of LMSE during the
network training, i.e., inversion. Note that both the x- and y-axis are displayed with a logarithmic scale.
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3.2. Multi Scatters

A further experiment with four targets was carried out. These targets, bias 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m
and 0.5 m from origin with normalized backscattering intensity of 1.0, 1.0, 0.5 and 0.8 respectively,
were used to simulate a rebar detection scenario. All the depths are 0.05 m. The corresponding B-scan
profile is shown in Figure 5a.

The energy distribution function was calculated, and the network was trained. Figure 5b shows
more severe fluctuation in the energy distribution function, caused by the cross modulation effect
indicated in (4) and (5). The filtered function shows an apparent weakening compared with the
theoretical distribution (red-dash in Figure 5b).

The inversion stopped with the best LMSE (5.8 × 10−3). The corresponding results are presented
in Figure 6 and Table 1. The inversion result shows a precise estimation of the position, but with
more interference between the pulse, and a lower inverted backscattering intensity than expected.
The energy diffusion and the cross-modulation lead to the decay of precision for the multi-scatter
configuration. Nevertheless, they still keep relative contrast, ensuring that the status of different targets
can be compared.

Figure 5. Numerical experimental data with multi scatters. (a) The radargram of the four preset targets
biases 0.2 m, 0.3 m, 0.4 m and 0.5 m from the origin, with normalized backscattering intensities of
1.0, 1.0, 0.6 and 0.8 respectively. All depths are 0.05 m. Note that the direct wave is canceled with
a pre-measured reference background signal. (b) shows the energy distribution function derived from
(a), where the direct obtained and filtered energy distribution functions are illustrated with blue-dot
and red-dash lines. For comparison, the black line presents the theoretical value. In (a,b), the red arrow
indicates the strong interference of two echos, showing the cross modulation effect between targets.

Figure 6. Inversion result for the multi-scatter scenario. (a) presents the distribution of the inverted
backscattering intensity during the network training. The results of the 1st, 10th, 100th, 1000th and
final iterations are illustrated with different colors (see the legend). Since the initial set is all zeros, it is
not visible in the figure. A false pulse appears at 0.25 m, and is indicated with number 1, corresponding
to Figure 5. (b) shows the evolution of the fitted energy distribution function. (c) gives the evolution of
LMSE in the network training, i.e., inversion..
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Table 1. Inversion of the multi-target experiment.

No. Target Location Preset Backscattering Intensity Inverted Backscattering Intensity

1 0.2 m 1.00 0.747
2 0.3 m 1.00 0.847
3 0.4 m 0.60 0.386
4 0.5 m 0.80 0.469

4. Discussion

4.1. Simulation Error

Though the inversion gives a promising result, the simulated result is not exactly the same as the
theoretical value. The backscattering intensity, shown in Figures 4a and 6a, indicates the energy from
the target diffused to neighbor points and forming side-lobe. This phenomenon cannot be eliminated
thoroughly, because of the approximation in the model and derivation, and the limitation of training
time. Even though increasing training iteration leads to higher resolution, the computing resources
and performance should be balanced.

Another non-negligible problem is the cross modulation indicated by the Ef in (5). The caused
inversion error can be observed in Figure 6a at 0.25 m, where a false pulse was inverted. Though
the fluctuating part is filtered with a low pass filter, it cannot be thoroughly eliminated, and caused
diffusion of signal energy.

4.2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Vertical Information Loss

The transformation from SR(u,w) to EH(u) reduces the space-time joint backscattering intensity
distribution to a 1-D energy distribution, which means the depth information and the vertical resolution
are both sacrificed. By compressing vertical information, all the objects in the range direction are
actually compressed and projected to a backscattering energy distribution. This will harm coherent
processing, but will be useful for the application fitting the common-depth model, like rebar detection.
The loss of vertical resolution will yield the following benefits:

• The time-space coupling is eliminated.
• Data processing is independent of the medium properties.
• The model can be fitted by the neural network.

Owing to these advantages, vertical compression is helpful to simplify the model, as well as for
data interpretation in specific applications.

4.3. Inverting the Depth

In this research, we suppose the depth of the targets is known information, which is not correct.
We are now addressing the problem with a multi-layer neural network configuration where the neural
network is trained with different primary functions that were derived with various depth values,
generating a group of the weight vectors. Then, the combination of weights with minimum LMSEs is
determined to be the inversion result; the depth value that leads to the inversion result gives the target
depth. Work is ongoing, and shows promising results.

4.4. The Location Precision

As implied by Equations (6)–(8), location precision is determined by the offset between the
neighboring imported primary functions, which means, the spatial resolution relies on the number of
input elements. When the number of neural network inputs is different to the measurements, spatial
resampling on the data is necessary, in order that the data can be mapped to the neural network.
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For now, we set the neural network to have the same input elements as the number of A-scans;
therefore, the location uncertainty is ±∆u/2, where ∆u indicates the separation between two A-scans.

4.5. Influence of Medium Heterogeneity

At the current stage, we assumed a uniform concrete environment. In reality, the medium is rather
more heterogeneous, and is affected by moisture, porosity, corrosion, etc., meaning that the inversion
result would be affected. Since the travel time is compressed in the processing, inversion of the location
would not be affected. However, heterogeneity causes additional signal attenuation, as was revealed
in the loss of backscattering intensity, resulting in incorrect inversions for the backscattering intensity.
One way of overcoming this difficulty might be to use a multi-layer neural network to invert all the
measurement zone, but not to limit to the common-depth model. The corresponding work is still being
considered, and is expected in the future.

5. Conclusions

Using the neural network to invert the targets’ location and backscattering intensity from GPR
data shows the potential to use the neural network as a new inversion strategy for GPR. In contrast
to established ways of using a neural network in the remote sensing field, like target detection,
recognition, or identification, we accomplish a novel inversion approach based on the data fitting
ability of the ADALINE neural network.

This work is based on the common-depth measurement model and an ADALINE neural network.
With the dominating point scatter assumption, the observed data is compressed, deriving an energy
distribution function and the primary functions. Then, we constructed the ADALINE neural network
using the primary functions as input, the energy distribution function as the training signal, and the
unknown backscattering intensity as the connection weights. In this way, training the network is
equivalent to inverting the target information.

This inversion approach, aiming at solving specific rebar detection and characterization problem,
suggests a novel was of using neural network tools for other possible GPR applications. As an early
stage study, several problems, such as the depth mismatching, effective training of the neural network,
noise influence, and so on, are still in exploration.
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